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About This Game

Jacob Jones is back in Episode 2 of his Bigfoot Mystery.

Following the events of Episode 1, Jacob and Biggie set off to the spooky Crackskull Mountain to try uncover the secret of
Biggies childhood.

Join the new best buddies on a brand new adventure and unravel more of the mystery in a series of brain twisting puzzles.

More crazy characters to meet, from statically charged beavers to the charming Miller and his not so charming wife.

Check out the store page for Episode 1 here

http://steamcommunity.com/app/264400
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Title: Jacob Jones and the Bigfoot Mystery : Episode 2
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Lucid Games Ltd
Publisher:
Lucid Games Ltd
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2014

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP

Processor: Intel Core Duo

Memory: 512 MB RAM

Graphics: Card with at least 512 MB VRAM

DirectX: Version 9.0

Storage: 1 GB available space
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jacob jones and the bigfoot mystery episode 2 vita. jacob jones and the bigfoot mystery episode 2. jacob jones and the bigfoot
mystery episode 2 ps vita

+ Pretty graphics
+ Good voice acting
+ Optional puzzles
+ Puzzles are generally fun to solve

- Puzzles seem a tad easier
- Seems even shorter than the first episode
- Unsatisfying beginning (thanks to the first episode's 'cliffhanger')

[Rating: 80\/100]. Shorter than the first one by about half, it felt like. Still fun. Some different puzzles, more logic, and more of
what made the first one fun, just not as much of it. Hope that part 3 comes out fairly speedily.. Second episode is a bit shorter
than the first one. 1 hour and a half is the length as opposed to 2-3 hours in the first episode.

There is some quirky and charming stuff in there. It also gets strangely dark towards the end?

I'm still quite enjoying this game. Potential complaints would be that it's not always obvious which puzzles are mandatory for
story progression and that's it not possible to skip those puzzles. The hints system is very handy and it will usually give you most
of the answer (but not fully). In some puzzles I knew what to do but still managed to do something wrong somehow. In that case
I wish there was a "you tried and failed this puzzle for atleast 10 times now, skip it?" prompt.

Note that the solutions for all the puzzles are available online, so you can always check the solution there.. This episode is
shorter than the first one. Still fair but... it doesn't worth the price.. Endlessly charming. Solvable Puzzles. Cute characters, Great
Art. Sweet, simple, cohearant, story.

It's a Winner. Great for kids too.. this game can kiss my♥♥♥♥. An excellent follow up to Jacob Jones 1. It's a bit shorter, but I
liked the story. Puzzles I thought were very good and graphics are excellent for this type of game.
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These games are great if you like proffesor layton and what not. Give me more!!! Thanks devs!. Still a well made Puzzler with
fun characters and dialog. Puzzles differ enough from the first one. Some are real brain scratchers but also very satisfying..
These games are great if you like proffesor layton and what not. Give me more!!! Thanks devs!. i really enjoyed episode 2.
it's more atmospheric and a good bit darker, which i love.
controls are still a bit clunky at times so getting all achievements might be tough.... but you can play the whole game without
issues.
i really want to know how the story continues but sadly lucid games seem to have abandoned it and also didnt respond to a
support inquiry regarding the development of a sequel. at least a public statement would have been nice...
but playing it till then is very enjoyable so if you liked episode 1, go ahead!. Amazing game made by an amazing team. Looking
forward to Episode 3.
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